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Safety of Pipelines and Cables
and where are we heading right now….

CEDA - IRO
Dirk Luger - Deltares
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Introduction

A proper design achieves a robust and safe cable routing,
including appropriate protective measures, ensuring an
economic balance between installation, maintenance and
repair costs on the one hand and costs associated with
potential damages, loss of production, damage to the
environment and damage to third parties on the other
hand.

Not easy to prove that a design fulfills this requirement, if
only because the cable owners’ perception of a good
balance may differ from that of e.g. certifying authorities.
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Introduction

Deep trenching or placement of a protective rockfill cover
also has its environmental footprint and requires
operations that pose risks by themselves.

And yes, damages do occur:
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Types of (potential) damage events

Natural:
• Seabed/cover erosion
• Seabed liquefaction
• Seabed slope instability
• Seabed/cover deformation

Man-induced:
• Pipeline operation
• Dropping objects
• Dragging objects
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Hazardous events – natural causes

Seabed/cover erosion
• Sand wave detection by monitoring cable temperature.

Seabed morphology modeling. Erosion testing.
Seabed liquefaction

• Constitutive models for cyclic behavior of sand.
Seabed slope instability

• Breaching and liquefaction analysis using MPM -
method.

Seabed deformation (ice gauging)
• Physical testing and

numerical large strain
deformation analysis.
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Hazardous events – man induced

Dropping objects
• Near construction and maintenance

operations – Scaled model tests and
penetration analysis using MPM method.

Dragging objects
• Trawler gear – large scale tests on effect

of sprinkler layer.
• Anchors – small and full scale testing as

well as numerical modeling of the
interaction between anchors, chain and
wire with seabed and protective covers.
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More than just old-fashioned anchors

HHP anchors like the AC14 gradually
replace anchors like the US Navy
Stockless and Hall anchor.

8 ton AC14

11.7 ton Hall

US Navy Stockless
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More than just old-fashioned anchors

Latest development
in the Netherlands:
(Telescopic) spud-
piles on commercial
cargo vessels as well
as yachts.

Pipelines and cables
crossing waterways
in particular near
bridges and locks are
in danger.
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Risk   =   Probability (P)  x  Consequence (C)

Probability of an anchor dropping on or dragging over the
cable? Requires analysis of ship traffic intensity, types of
ships, types of anchors, incident statistics, etc.

Consequences of anchor damage to the:
Owner: Repair costs, (temporary) loss of revenue
3rd party: Risk to the ship, loss of anchor
General public: Safety aspects, environmental damage

To quantify this one needs numerical as well as physical
models to describe of the behavior of an anchor in seabed
and cover and its effect on pipeline or cable.
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Numerical tools:
FEM, DEM, MPM ….

Small scale model testing:
Water-soil flume, Delta flume, GeoCentrifuge

Full scale testing & verification:
Anchor tests in German Bight
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Finite Element Method,
Improved application of “standard” programs

Abaqus (LeQin Wang et.al., 2010):
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Discrete Element Method:
a.o. through graphical card hardware of modern PC’s
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Numerical tools: MPM (Material Point Method)

First development in the EU 7th framework project
“GEOINSTAL”, now further under development in the EU-
project MPM-dredge.

Strong points:
• Water modeled as well

as soil (Navier Stokes
and solid mechanics)

• Large deformations,
dynamics, partially
drained conditions… MPM analysis of

dynamic spud can impact
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Model testing 1 – g:
Verification of protective berms for the Lamma pipeline

Instrumented
US Navy Stockless anchor

Rockfill cover in soft clay area:

Stockless anchor is
unstable and rolls over
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Model testing – in Deltares geotechnical centrifuge at n-g:

Chain-rockfill interaction US Navy
stockless anchor
over protective
cover
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

Model testing – in Deltares geotechnical centrifuge at n-g:

slow dragging &
small scale
è

drained conditions

Slow pull on AC-14è digging in
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

In-situ: full scale testing

2013: a series of tests in coordination
between TenneT, BSH and BAW,
aimed to learn more about the risks
posed by different types of anchors in
different North Sea soil conditions.
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Assessing anchoring event consequences

In-situ: full scale testing

Recorded anchor pull load, detailed post pull inspection
and geophysics, video assisted anchor alignment to
achieve optimal digging in and maximum penetration.

Pressure sensor on the Hall
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Findings for anchor drops

• Penetration of a dropped anchor into the seabed has
– conservatively – been done on basis of drained
bearing capacity of the seabed.

• Analyses of full scale anchor droppings indicates that
this may – in many cases – be too conservative.
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Typical drag test results

Pressure sensor on the Hall
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Findings for anchor drags

• Analysis of – fully drained – anchor pulling tests on
sand in the geotechnical centrifuge indicated burial of
the crown of the anchor (AC14).

• Results of (undrained, i.e. 0.05-0.40 m/s) full scale
pulling tests on Hall and AC14 anchors showed that in
all 17 tests at least part of the crown remained visible,
thus providing a limit on the penetration depth.

• At higher dragging speeds anchors are reported to
bounce “harmless” over the seabed without significant
penetration.

è
Strong indication that burial depth in sand is velocity
dependent and that in case of an emergency anchoring
event only a limited part of the anchor track goes deeper
than 50% of the fluke length.
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Knowledge gaps

Uncertainty regarding:
• Probability of occurrence of anchor incidents
• Actual path of anchors through seabed, backfill and

protective covers
• Effect of anchor close by or in contact with cable
• Consequences of failures

è

Hard to quantify correct trench
depth or size of covers e.g.
in the design of cable-
pipeline crossings…
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The way forward – a joint effort?

Research status:
• (Uncoordinated) anchor research is performed in

various places and some project related anchor
testing programs are being done.

Initiatives:
• Ideas for joint research have been launched more or

less simultaneously in Norway, Germany and The
Netherlands.

• Challenge is to align R&D plans to create a common
denominator for a sufficiently large group of
participants.
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JIP Goals

Intermediate goal: Provide a logical and objective way to
deal with deviations from “standard” requirements:

• What data are needed to judge “exceptional” cases?
• What are the actual risks for: cable owner, 3rd party

and general public?
What are acceptable risks for these parties and who can
decide on or accept these values?

Ultimate goal: Have probabilistic and deterministic models
that enable us to define protective measures that reflect:

• Probability of potential damage
• Local soil conditions
• Consequences of cable/pipeline damage
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Short term future activities

• Interaction with other initiators and stakeholders for
further exploration of the best possible alignment of the
various plans.

• Organization of an Offshore Research Seminar at
Deltares in June 2014 with as main theme pipelines and
cables.
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When interested...

to visit the Offshore Research Seminar in June contact
Dirk.Luger@Deltares.nl   +31-620491414


